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Abstract

Background: In the United States, Korean immigrants experience a disproportionately high burden of chronic hepatitis B (HBV) viral infection and associated liver cancer compared with the general population. However, despite clear clinical guidelines, HBV serologic testing among Koreans remains persistently suboptimal.

Methods: We conducted a cluster-randomized trial to evaluate a church-based small group intervention to improve HBV testing among Koreans in Los Angeles. Fifty-two Korean churches, stratified by size (small, medium, large) and location (Koreatown versus other), were randomized to intervention or control conditions. Intervention church participants attended a single-session small-group discussion on liver cancer and HBV testing, and control church participants attended a similar session on physical activity and nutrition. Outcome data consisted of self-reported HBV testing obtained via 6-month telephone follow-up interviews.

Results: We recruited 1,123 individuals, 18 to 64 years of age, across the 52 churches. Ninety-two percent of the sample attended the assigned intervention session and 86% completed the 6-month follow-up. Sample characteristics included as follows: mean age 46 years, 65% female, 97% born in Korea, 69% completed some college, and 43% insured. In an intent-to-treat analysis, the intervention produced a statistically significant effect (OR = 4.9, P < 0.001), with 19% of intervention and 6% of control group participants reporting a HBV test.

Conclusion: Our intervention was successful in achieving a large and robust effect in a population at high risk of HBV infection and sequelae.

Impact: The intervention was fairly resource efficient and thus has high potential for replication in other high-risk Asian groups.
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Introduction

Chronic hepatitis B viral (HBV) infection is a serious public health challenge with over 400 million individuals worldwide and over 2 million in the United States chronically infected with this virus (1, 2). HBV infection has serious medical sequelae, including chronic liver disease, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma (3–5). In the United States, hepatocellular carcinoma, the primary form of liver cancer, disproportionately affects Asian Americans, reflected in incidence and mortality rates that are eight times higher than those among non-Hispanic whites (6). Among Asians, more than 80% of liver cancer is etiologically related to chronic HBV infection, which is endemic in Asia (7–9) and therefore also very highly prevalent among Asian immigrants to the United States (10, 11). It is estimated that approximately 10% of foreign-born Asian adults in the United States are living with chronic HBV infection (12).

Current guidelines recommend hepatitis B serologic testing of adolescents and adults who were born in Asia and the Pacific Islands, and U.S.-born persons not vaccinated as infants whose parents were immigrants from highly endemic areas such as Asia as the first step in the control of HBV and associated morbidities (13, 14). Serologic testing will identify the vulnerable (uninfected) who will need vaccination, allow triage of the infected to appropriate treatment or surveillance, and provide opportunities for counseling infected individuals to reduce vertical and horizontal transmission to close contacts (13, 14). Vaccination of Asian immigrant adults without testing is not considered an adequate public health strategy (13, 15), because of the potential for unnecessary vaccination of immune individuals and missed opportunities for treatment and prevention among those with undiagnosed infection. Despite their elevated disease risk, HBV testing rates among Asians in the U.S. are suboptimal with estimates ranging from 11% to 67% (16–26) in different Asian subpopulations.

Koreans are a rapidly growing population in the United States, with the largest concentration of Koreans outside of Korea residing in the Los Angeles region. Approximately 78% of Korean adults in the United States are foreign born (27), and therefore at particularly elevated risk for HBV and liver cancer.
Liver cancer incidence among Koreans was 34.9 cases per 100,000 people between 2004 and 2008 compared with 3.6 cases per 100,000 people in non-Latino whites over the same time period (28). We were able to locate only three studies that examined hepatitis B testing rates among Koreans (16, 20, 29) which reported rates of 32% to 56%, indicating much room for improvement.

A high proportion of Korean Americans attend a Christian church on a regular basis with estimates ranging from 67% to over 80% (30–32). Korean churches incorporate and host many organized activities relevant to their congregations such as social services, legal services, and health ministries (30, 33, 34). Thus, churches are hospitable environments in which to deliver health-related programming to Koreans (35, 36). The literature also contains numerous examples of successful church-based interventions among other ethnic groups (37–39).

We report outcomes of a cluster-randomized trial to evaluate the effectiveness of a church-based small group intervention to improve HBV testing among Koreans in Los Angeles. This is one of the first HBV testing controlled intervention trials specifically focused on Koreans.

Materials and Methods
Overview of research design
The study utilized a two-group design with randomization at the level of the church (Fig. 1). Eligible churches were classified into six strata defined by size (small, medium, large) and geographic location (Koreatown versus other). Within each stratum, a pair of churches was randomly selected and members of the pair were randomly assigned to either the intervention or control condition.

Participants were recruited on-site by study staff to participate in a “Korean Health Study,” screened for eligibility, and after completing an interviewer-administered baseline survey, were invited to attend an education session on Korean health. Participants at intervention churches attended a single-session small group discussion on liver cancer and HBV testing and control church participants attended a similar discussion session on physical activity and nutrition (the latter was based on community preferences and feedback). Six-month telephone follow-up interviews assessed the effect of the intervention on self-reported HBV testing rates. Study activities were conducted between 2006 and 2012, in collaboration with partners from the Korean community. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of UCLA (Los Angeles, CA).

Recruitment of churches
Information from available church directories was compiled to create a list of 645 unique Korean churches in Los Angeles County. We attempted mail and telephone contact with all 645 churches to obtain information about church size and interest in study participation. Of the 443 churches reached (69%), 146 (33%) were ineligible due to small size (<51 members) and 118 (27%) declined participation. The 179 remaining churches comprised the sampling frame for the study.

Churches in the sampling frame were assigned to one of the six cells created by the two stratification variables. The two location categories were: inside or outside the boundaries of Koreatown.
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Recruitment of participants
All participants were recruited in-person at church sites. One week prior to the start of recruitment, an announcement was placed in the church bulletin describing the study and the opportunity for study participation the following weekend. On the day of recruitment, typically Sunday, multiple study staff members were present at the church before and after scheduled church services to enroll participants. The study was described as a "Korean Health Study" at both intervention and control churches to avoid bias that may be introduced by self-selection of individuals based on interest in HBV or Nutrition–Physical Activity topics. After completion of the eligibility screener and baseline survey (interviewer administered), participants attended the applicable intervention session, and it was only there that the topic of the session was revealed. At medium and large churches, typically more than one session was needed to accommodate all study participants (number of sessions per church ranged from 1–5).

Theoretical model
The Health Behavior Framework (HBF; Fig. 2) was used to guide the data collection instruments and the intervention (40). The HBF is a comprehensive conceptual framework that posits that individual health behavior is influenced by a complex myriad of individual, health system, community, and societal level factors. The HBF considers cultural context and also provides guidance in selecting an intervention setting and modality that is appropriate for the intended audience. The focus of this trial was primarily on modifying individual (e.g., knowledge, health beliefs) and group/community level (e.g., social norms within group and church) mutable factors in an attempt to influence uptake of HBV testing.

![Health Behavior Framework](image-url)
Description of intervention and control conditions

The intervention consisted of a single-session small-group discussion supplemented by print materials. Small group interventions have been found to be effective in changing health behavior in a number of studies (38, 41). Group interventions capitalize on social norms and peer modeling and provide participants an opportunity to interact with others to process the information they receive. This type of interaction may enhance learning and execution of the health behavior being promoted compared with more passive formats such as print or audiovisual media. Delivering health programming in a group session capitalizes on a familiar format used for other church activities and is therefore often more acceptable in church settings compared to individually focused approaches (36, 38, 42–44). The content and format of the intervention and control sessions and the accompanying print materials were developed on the basis of extensive input and pilot testing with Korean churchgoers and were designed to be culturally appropriate and interesting and appealing to the intended audience (40, 45).

Groups consisted of 8 to 12 participants led by trained, bilingual (Korean/English) lay health workers/facilitators. Facilitators (N = 14; mostly female) were recruited from the Korean community and received a 2-day study-specific training focused on ethics and confidentiality, IRB certification, overview of hepatitis B/liver cancer or physical activity/nutrition, intervention materials, and the nuts and bolts and theoretical underpinnings of leading interactive group discussions. The second day involved practicing intervention delivery with focused feedback. Material on hepatitis B/liver cancer and HBV testing was presented utilizing an interactive multimedia format. The group sessions were embedded with questions to stimulate and facilitate active discussion and information processing of the topic by participants. Topics covered included prevalence of the virus, transmission routes, the link between hepatitis B and liver cancer, and common misconceptions about the virus and transmission routes. In addition to providing information to enhance knowledge, the intervention was also designed to influence other mutable HBF factors such as perceived risk for HBV and liver cancer (e.g., providing facts about increased risk for HBV for Korean immigrants), counter barriers to testing (e.g., referral to local clinic for low-cost/free testing), create a social norm within the group supportive of testing (e.g., use of small group format, buy in of church leaders), and encourage participants to discuss HBV with a health-care provider and request testing. After the session, participants were given a bilingual informational booklet reinforcing the topics discussed during the session, a handbook for their health-care provider explaining the rationale for testing to encourage patient-provider discussions, and a resource guide to local clinics where testing and any needed follow-up could be received at low or no cost to reduce perceived barriers.

Control group discussion sessions followed a parallel format, delivered by similarly trained facilitators, but focused on nutrition and physical activity. Participants were also led through a 10-minute, low-impact physical activity session guided by the facilitator in conjunction with a culturally targeted video that depicted Korean dancers and music. After the session, participants were given the video and ACS-developed nutrition and physical activity print materials in English and Korean. Upon completion of the follow-up interview, control group participants received the HBV print intervention materials, including information on clinics where low/no cost screening and follow-up care could be received.

Data collection

Eligibility screener. Eligibility criteria included being 18 to 64 years of age, of Korean ethnicity, Korean or English speaking, and never having had an HBV serologic test in the past.

Baseline and follow-up data. Survey items were drawn from the published literature and our own prior work (16) and translated from English into Korean by bilingual translators using the forward–back translation method (45). The items were pilot tested in 6 focus groups with 45 participants to ensure applicability to the target audience. Constructs measured at baseline included demographics (age, marital status, education, income), acculturation [short Marin Acculturation Scale translated into Korean (46), country of birth, years in the United States, English fluency], health-care access (insurance, usual source of care, recent health-care utilization), and perceived health. Although not the focus of this article, additional survey items assessed knowledge and beliefs related to hepatitis B and liver cancer (47) as well as a number of other health behaviors (physical activity, diet, tobacco use) to mask the primary focus of the study on HBV testing.

Study outcome. All participants were recontacted by telephone 6 months after baseline. The primary outcome measure was self-reported receipt of HBV testing at 6-month follow-up. Prior to asking about HBV test receipt, participants were informed that routine blood testing does not include screening for HBV. Participants were then asked, "Have you had a blood test specifically for HBV since we spoke with you at your church approximately 6 months ago?"

During the study period, dates and locations of free hepatitis B testing events in the community were tracked and recorded by study staff in an effort to monitor potential sources of contamination.

Statistical analysis

Power calculations determined that 21 churches per group with a mean of 20 participants per church would provide 80% power to detect a 10 percentage point group difference in test rates at follow-up (5% versus 15%) assuming an intraclass correlation (ICC) of 0.05. The effect size estimate was based on intervention studies to promote other cancer screening (48, 49) given the paucity of intervention research on HBV testing. The ICC was a conservative value selected on the basis of our experience with small-group interventions and prior studies indicating that ICCs in similar settings are unlikely to exceed 0.05 (50).

We compared the intervention and control groups on baseline sociodemographics and access to health care using mixed effects models accounting for clustering on church. We compared participants lost to follow-up to those retained in the same manner.

The intervention effect was estimated as a comparison between groups at follow-up given that no participants had been tested for HBV at baseline. We conducted intent-to-treat analyses of all randomized participants. Participants who did not provide data at follow-up were assumed to be not tested. The analyses were conducted using mixed effects logistic regression with random intercepts for church and session to account for the hierarchical structure of the data. As sensitivity analyses, the analysis was
repeated with missing outcomes multiply imputed using the MICE system of chained equations in Stata 11 (51) with a set of 24 auxiliary variables (details available from authors). Thirty multiply imputed datasets were generated and analyzed. Final estimates were obtained using Rubin’s rules (52). Secondary analysis examined the intervention effect within size and location strata. We specified a two-sided significance level of 0.05.

Results

Church recruitment
Contact was attempted with 127 churches (out of the sampling frame of 179), of which 52 (41%) agreed to participate and were randomized to the intervention (n = 26) or control condition (n = 26). The remaining 75 (59%) churches were not included for the following reasons: no longer in operation or had 50 or less members (n = 19), could not be reached (n = 5), conflicts with other church events (n = 18), inadequate space for research activities (n = 9), not interested in participating in research (n = 12), and other (n = 12). Table 1 shows the distribution of the 52 enrolled churches among the size and location strata. Each cell included an equal number of intervention and control churches.

Participant recruitment
A total of 1,866 participants were screened for eligibility at the 52 churches (Fig. 1). Of these, 1,196 (64%) met study eligibility criteria and 1,123 (94%) were enrolled and completed the baseline survey. n = 543 from intervention churches and n = 580 from control churches. Ninety-two percent of enrolled participants attended the discussion group as assigned (93% intervention; 90% control). Six-month follow-up interviews were completed with 86% of enrolled participants. The most common reason for study ineligibility in both groups was having had a HBV test in the past (96% of ineligible). Thus, the base rate of HBV testing in our Korean churchgoing population was 34.6% (n = 646/1,866).

Participant characteristics
Participant characteristics at baseline, stratified by group assignment, are presented in Table 2. More than half the sample was female (65%), and the mean age was 46 years. The overwhelming majority (97%) of the sample was born in Korea, with an average length of stay in the United States of over 16 years among the foreign born. Education and income levels were fairly high with 69% having completed at least some college and 38% reporting a household income of over $50,000 per year. Thirty-seven percent of the sample reported having private health insurance and 6% reported having Medicaid/MediCal. The most common type of private insurance reported was HMO or PPO (80%). Half the sample reported having a usual source of care that was most commonly a clinic/health center (79%), or a traditional practitioner (14%). About half the sample (56%) reported having a regular doctor, and 81% reported that their doctor was of Korean ethnicity.

There were no statistically significant differences between intervention and control participants at baseline. Compared with participants lost to follow-up, those completing the 6-month intervention tended to be older (mean 46 vs. 42 years, P < 0.002) and have longer length of stay in the United States (mean 17 vs. 14 years, P < 0.001). However, the outcome analysis was conducted using the intent-to-treat principle of including all participants to maintain the covariate balance created by randomization.

Intervention effect
Table 3 presents the results of intent-to-treat analyses in which individuals lost to follow-up were assumed not tested for HBV. Overall, the intervention produced a statistically significant intervention effect [OR = 4.9, P < 0.001; 95% confidence interval (CI) 2.4–9.2], with 19% of intervention and 6% of control group participants reporting receipt of a HBV serologic test at the 6-month follow up. Sensitivity analysis using multiple imputation of missing outcomes also showed a significant intervention advantage, with estimated rates of 22.8% and 6.7% (OR = 4.8, P < 0.001; 95% CI, 2.5–9.2).

In stratified secondary analyses, statistically significant intervention effects were observed within small, medium, and non-Koreatown churches (Table 3). Process data collected over the course of the study documented that three large Koreatown churches (1 control and 1 intervention church in the same pair and 1 additional intervention church) hosted free hepatitis B testing events during the follow-up period. For exploratory purposes, analyses were repeated after omitting the two church pairs in which one or both were contaminated (also in Table 3). In this restricted sample, the overall effect of the intervention remained significant (OR = 5.7, P < 0.001) and statistically significant intervention effects were also observed among large and Koreatown churches.

Discussion
Our theoretically informed and culturally tailored intervention was successful in increasing HBV testing in a large community sample of Koreans who are at high risk for HBV infection and associated risks for liver disease and liver cancer. The effect was large, with the odds of HBV testing in the intervention group nearly five times higher than in the control group. These findings are similar to those observed in controlled community trials targeting other Asian groups such as Cambodians (53), the Hmong (17) as well as a trial that included multiple Asian subgroups (54).

Because of our large sample and our stratified design, we were also able to assess intervention effects by church size and location. This more nuanced analysis revealed interesting findings. Strong intervention effects were observed in small and medium churches and in non-Koreatown churches. In large churches and Koreatown churches, the intervention failed to produce statistically significant effects although the data indicated trends favoring the intervention group. Process data collected during the course of the trial indicated that a community group had hosted free HBV testing events at three churches in our sample, between the baseline and follow-up data points of the affected churches. All three contaminated churches were large and located in Koreatown. Analyses omitting the two pairs of churches in which one or both members were contaminated resulted in consistent and robust intervention effects across all six strata in our design including large and Koreatown churches. These findings support the need for systematically attending to and cataloging events in community settings that are not within the control of the research team that could potentially affect the research design and/or the study findings. This is particularly important when employing cluster randomized designs with a small to medium number of randomized clusters as was the case in this study. If the effect of the external event is large, even a small number or proportion of contaminated clusters could lead to compromised findings.
Although the intervention had a large effect size, only 19% of intervention participants reported HBV testing at the 6-month follow-up, leaving the majority of the group untested. While these findings are similar to those obtained in other studies (17, 53, 54) they nevertheless raise questions regarding the efficiency of community-based interventions delivered in non–health-care settings. Our intervention was guided by the HBF, which is a broad conceptual framework that includes a complex mix of individual, health-care system and community factors that could influence uptake of health behaviors. Not all of the factors are amenable to change via health interventions, and most programs do not have the resources to intervene on all possible mutable factors. Thus, our intervention focused primarily on individual level factors that may explain the modest uptake of HBV testing observed in the intervention group. Physician and/or healthcare system directed interventions, either alone or in combination with individual directed interventions, may produce larger effects (55). However, for immigrant groups with low health insurance coverage such as our Korean population, it is unlikely that health-care system-based approaches would reach substantial proportions of the population. Also, more intensive community interventions (e.g., patient navigation, transportation assistance, free on-site testing, multiple contacts/reminders over time) might produce larger effects but would likely face resource challenges for dissemination and sustainability.

We recruited an immigrant sample of Koreans who experience what is considered the most significant health disparity affecting Asians in the United States (6), namely, a disproportionately high burden of HBV infection and liver cancer compared with the general U.S. population. Despite their elevated disease risk, only about 35% of Koreans in our study reported prior HBV serologic testing on our screener, further supporting the need for intervention research in this area. Similar underutilization of HBV testing has been reported in the literature for Koreans and other Asian groups in the United States (16, 17, 20, 23, 24, 26).

It is important to note that the demographic profile of Koreans in the United States (27), well reflected in our sample, does not fit neatly into common notions regarding immigrants experiencing...
Table 3. Effect of the intervention on hepatitis B testing rates at 6-month follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All participants (n = 1,123)</th>
<th>Randomized participants excluding those from large, Koreatown churches with documented contamination (n = 968)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention group</td>
<td>Control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By size</td>
<td>19% (104/543)</td>
<td>6% (32/580)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small churches (51–200)</td>
<td>17% (36/206)</td>
<td>4% (9/218)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium churches (201–900)</td>
<td>19% (30/161)</td>
<td>4% (7/191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large churches (901+)</td>
<td>22% (38/176)</td>
<td>10% (17/177)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By geographic location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koreatown churches</td>
<td>20% (50/247)</td>
<td>11% (23/213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Koreatown churches</td>
<td>18% (54/296)</td>
<td>3% (10/367)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Intent-to-treat analysis in which participants with missing outcome data were assumed not tested for HBV. ORs and P values are from mixed effects logistic regression accounting for clustering on church and session.

health disparities; the latter group generally characterized as having a confluence of low income, low education, low healthcare access, and limited English proficiency. In our community sample of Koreans, 97% were immigrants, 80% had limited English fluency, and only 40% had any type of health insurance. However, the insurance was mostly private and 50% reported having a usual source of care that was not an emergency room. Seventy percent of our sample had some college education, 53% had at least a college degree and 40% reported household incomes of over $50,000. The relatively low levels of insurance coverage are likely related to a very high proportion of the sample being employed in self or family owned small businesses (27). A thorough understanding of these and other characteristics of our target population (16) led us to select a community-based intervention, delivered at churches in a small group discussion format, and also informed our decision to provide a comparable intervention in the control condition as opposed to utilizing a usual care control group. Church leaders were strongly opposed to a delayed intervention design; thus, this option was considered unfeasible. Also, given the relatively high income level of our target group it was not unrealistic to expect participants to bear potential out-of-pocket costs of a HBV test, although we did provide a listing of clinics at which a test could be obtained free or at low cost.

There are several limitations to this study. First is the reliance on self-reports for measuring the main outcome of HBV testing. Positive response bias is likely to have inflated self-reports of testing. However, validation of self-reports through medical record review is impractical and costly in community settings in which participants are not recruited from a small number of clinical practices or an integrated health system, resulting in the need to contact numerous individual providers (56). Also, among populations without regular providers it is not clear which provider should be contacted for validation among those not reporting test receipt (17, 53, 56). Future studies conducted in settings more conducive to medical record verification may help shed light on the validity of self-reported HBV testing.

Another limitation is that the 52 participating churches may not be representative of the 127 churches invited to join the study or of Korean churches in other parts of the country. Also, participants were self-selected within churches and may have been particularly interested in health-related topics. Still, the fact that our intervention was effective in churches of differing sizes in those located in an ethnic enclave as well as those widely dispersed across a large county provides reasonable confidence in the generalizability of our findings.

In conclusion, we successfully implemented a cluster-randomized trial in a population at high risk of HBV infection and sequelae. Our intervention conducted at Korean churches achieved a large and robust intervention effect. However, the actual proportion of individuals in the intervention group that received HBV testing was modest suggesting that more intensive interventions and interventions conducted in settings other than churches may be needed to achieve higher population level coverage rates.
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